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You're a staff member, board trustee, community volunteer or consultant doing the hard work to rai$e money so your nonprofit can keep
going, keep pursuing its mission. Maybe you're thinking about chasing after grants, scattering proposals around, or trying to figure out
whether you should set up that crowdfunding campaign, or... Whatever you're up to, it's not getting any easier out there with all the other
groups competing for attention and money. This is where Harvey Chess comes into your picture. His ongoing work is in and around
nonprofits, including grant makers. He's best known as a seasoned trainer delivering highly regarded funding proposal development
workshops for years. He fully understands the challenges you confront in trying to support your organization - and has distilled his experience
into a one-of-a-kind book for you, Functional and Funded, Securing Your Nonprofit's Assets From The Inside Out. His book concentrates on
helping you overcome resource development and sustainability challenges. You'll have the opportunity to front and center tactics that
separate your nonprofit from the crowd by distinguishing it as substantial, enterprising and resilient. Putting aside much of what passes for
conventional wisdom in fundraising, you're presented with a potent alternative - business as unusual - when making the case for financially
supporting your nonprofit. Everyone reading and then applying the uncommonly strong strategy at the heart of this book will upgrade skills to
secure assets for their nonprofit while strengthening the organization at the same time. How? Still not convinced? Read on. First, the days of
only seeking grants are over! The book's Nonprofit Engine contains the diversified components of financial assistance your organization must
now seek out to keep running. You'll be offered the tools to develop absolute clarity in building the sharp core funding proposal to use and
refine to tell your nonprofit's story every time you reach out for funding. At the same time, you will discover - or rediscover - that the
characteristics of a strong nonprofit organization and a strong funding proposal share common ground. You'll come away from business as
unusual with a strong nonprofit inside; a strong proposal outside. You want nothing less when it comes to competing for resources. The book
includes three real life funding proposal variations, along with comments about what makes sense and what doesn't in each. A chapter, The
Funding Marketplace, details how and where to locate sources of potential financial support for your organization. You'll find external links to
facilitate solid, detailed follow-up research. Finally, there's a Tool Kit - the components of which you can and should reproduce - intended to
bring to life the book's sub-title, Securing Your Nonprofit's Resources From The Inside Out. "...what you get here is invaluable practical advice
distilled from a distinguished career as a fundraiser, grant maker and trusted advisor to nonprofits of all types and sizes," along with "...
delights in challenging conventional wisdom..." Tom David, consultant in the craft of grantmaking, philanthropic strategy, evaluation, and
organizational learning
Creating the next YouTube blockbuster is easier than you think! Includes more than 100 QR Codes linking to successful viral videos! "These
guys are the viral experts, and they show you the way in clear, concise language. This is the first recipe for virality that I buy." -- KENT
NICHOLS, cocreator of viral phenomenon AskANinja.com One Saturday morning in 2006, Stephen Voltz and Fritz Grobe dropped 500
Mentos mints into 100 bottles of Coke in front of a video camera. Their video went viral in a matter of hours, and before they knew it, David
Letterman, Conan O'Brien, and NPR were calling. Since then, more than 100 million people have watched The Extreme Diet Coke & Mentos
Experiments. Why? Because Voltz and Grobe did everything right. Now, in The Viral Video Manifesto, they explain how you can make a
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video guaranteed to pack a major punch by applying four core principles: Be True . . . Don't fake it. Make it real. Don't Waste My Time . . . Get
down to business right away. Be Unforgettable . . . Show us something we've never seen before. It's All About Humanity . . . An emotional
connection is the key to sharing.
The TurnAround Toolkit outlines a formative evaluation program for enhancing school and student achievement. Included are pocket
summaries for each chapter and an online "toolkit."
Volunteer handbooks are probably one of the most underutilized but potentially most important tools in any nonprofit's management toolbox.
That's because before you cannot even think about developing a handbook you must evaluate all of your policies and procedures for the
recruitment, training, recognition and dismissal of every type of volunteer within your nonprofit. When you complete this type of thorough
assessment, and only then, are you ready to start the process of putting together a handbook. And this toolkit will provide you with everything
you need to know to develop one or more valuable handbooks which will greatly enhance your volunteer development program. The guide
looks at the pros and cons of several types of formats and even provides sample policies, procedures and a table of contents.
In this essential guide, Meghan Casey outlines a step-by-step approach for doing content strategy, from planning and creating your content to
delivering and managing it. Armed with this book, you can confidently tackle difficult activities like telling your boss or client what’s wrong with
their content, getting the budget to do content work, and aligning stakeholders on a common vision. Reading The Content Strategy Toolkit is
like having your own personal consulting firm on retainer with a complete array of tools and tips for every challenge you’ll face. In this
practical and relevant guide, you’ll learn how to: Identify problems with your content and persuade your bosses it’s worth the time and
resources to do it right Make sense of your business environment and understand your audience Get stakeholders aligned on business goals
and user needs Set your content strategy and decide how to measure success Create, maintain, and govern on-strategy content You’ll learn
to control your content—and not have it control you.
A newly revised and updated edition of the ultimate resource fornonprofit managers If you're a nonprofit manager, you probably spend a good
deal ofyour time tracking down hard-to-find answers to complicatedquestions. The Nonprofit Manager's Resource Directory, SecondEdition
provides instant answers to all your questions concerningnonprofit-oriented product and service providers, Internet sites,funding sources,
publications, support and advocacy groups, andmuch more. If you need help finding volunteers, understanding newlegislation, or writing grant
proposals, help has arrived. Thisnew, updated edition features expanded coverage of important issuesand even more answers to all your
nonprofit questions. Revised to keep vital information up to the minute, The NonprofitManager's Resource Directory, Second Edition: *
Contains more than 2,000 detailed listings of both nonprofit andfor-profit resources, products, and services * Supplies complete details on
everything from assistance andsupport groups to software vendors and Internet servers, managementconsultants to list marketers * Provides
information on all kinds of free and low-cost productsavailable to nonprofits * Features an entirely new section on international issues * Plus:
10 bonus sections available only on CD-ROM The Nonprofit Manager's Resource Directory, Second Edition has theinformation you need to
keep your nonprofit alive and well in thesechallenging times. Topics include: * Accountability and Ethics * Assessment and Evaluation *
Financial Management * General Management * Governance * Human Resource Management * Information Technology * International Third
Sector * Leadership * Legal Issues * Marketing and Communications * Nonprofit Sector Overview * Organizational Dynamics and Design *
Philanthropy * Professional Development * Resource Development * Social Entrepreneurship * Strategic Planning * Volunteerism
Expert Tools and Techniques for Managing Funded Programs and Keeping the Grant Money Flowing in As anyone with a history in nonprofit
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management knows, a grant recipient’s job is far from over once the check is cut. That’s just when the real work begins. Especially now,
when funders are taking a more active role in seeing that their money makes the desired impact, it is vitally important to the future of your
mission that the programs under your stewardship succeed, beyond even your own expectations. Grant Winner’s Toolkit can help make that
happen. Based on their own experiences and the experiences of hundreds of nonprofit managers nationwide, authors James Quick and
Cheryl New provide expert advice and guidance on managing every aspect of your funded projects with the consummate professionalism
demanded by your funders—from the drafting of strategies and action plans to the drawing up of budgets, from staff recruitment and team
building, all the way through to the writing of the next grant proposal. They also arm you with an extensive arsenal of forms, checklists, time
sheets, practice exercises, and other valuable tools that will help you to successfully: Organize and manage a grantseeking initiative Write
comprehensive action plans Develop winning project strategies Develop realistic budgets Find, hire, and manage qualified team members
Manage all key project resources Evaluate project efficacy Implement and maintain a policy of continual program improvement Replicate
programs The enclosed disk contains customizable forms covering all aspects of project management that make it easy for you and your
team to put the methods described in the book to work in your organization.For more information about the Polaris Corporation visit
www.polarisgrantscentral.net www.wiley.com/nonprofit

A review of top Websites is of particular importance to nonprofit fundraisers and other executives. This resource lists more than
500 of the best sites, including description and Web addresses, and categorizes them by corporate, foundation and association,
government and research sites. It also contains a chapter on resource sites for nonprofit executives. The book is designed to save
time and allow fundraisers to focus on research that will help raise the necessary funds.
THE TEXAS NONPROFIT HANDBOOK is the definitive handbook on starting and running a nonprofit corporation in Texas This
440-page handbook is a valuable resource for: - nonprofit executive staff - nonprofit board members - attorneys who practice
nonprofit law - accountants who advise nonprofit organizations - persons who plan to form a new nonprofit organization - students
in nonprofit management The Texas Nonprofit Handbook includes: - information about current laws, court decisions, and
regulations that apply to nonprofits - practical advice on running a nonprofit corporation - sample corporate bylaws - sources of
information on how to start up a new nonprofit in Texas
Banksy, the Yes Men, Gandhi, Starhawk: the accumulated wisdom of decades of creative protest is now in the hands of the next
generation of change-makers, thanks to Beautiful Trouble. Sophisticated enough for veteran activists, accessible enough for
newbies, this compact pocket edition of the bestselling Beautiful Trouble is a book that’s both handy and inexpensive.
Showcasing the synergies between artistic imagination and shrewd political strategy, this generously illustrated volume can easily
be slipped into your pocket as you head out to the streets. This is for everyone who longs for a more beautiful, more just, more
livable world – and wants to know how to get there. Includes a new introduction by the editors. Contributors include: Celia Alario •
Andy Bichlbaum • Nadine Bloch • L. M. Bogad • Mike Bonnano • Andrew Boyd • Kevin Buckland • Doyle Canning • Samantha
Corbin • Stephen Duncombe • Simon Enoch • Janice Fine • Lisa Fithian • Arun Gupta • Sarah Jaffe • John Jordan • Stephen
Lerner • Zack Malitz • Nancy L. Mancias • Dave Oswald Mitchell • Tracey Mitchell • Mark Read • Patrick Reinsborough • Joshua
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Kahn Russell • Nathan Schneider • John Sellers • Matthew Skomarovsky • Jonathan Matthew Smucker • Starhawk • Eric Stoner
• Harsha Walia
Essential tools and guidance for effective nonprofit financial management Financial Management for Nonprofit Organizations
provides students, professionals, and board members with a comprehensive reference for the field. Identifying key objectives and
exploring current practices, this book offers practical guidance on all major aspects of nonprofit financial management. As
nonprofit organizations fall under ever-increasing scrutiny and accountability, this book provides the essential knowledge and tools
professional need to maintain a strong financial management system while serving the organization’s stated mission. Financial
management, cash flow, and financial sustainability are perennial issues, and this book highlights the concepts, skills, and tools
that help organizations address those issues. Clear guidance on analytics, reporting, investing, risk management, and more
comprise a singular reference that nonprofit finance and accounting professionals and board members should keep within arm’s
reach. Updated to reflect the post-recession reality and outlook for nonprofits, this new edition includes new examples, expanded
tax-exempt financing material, and recession analysis that informs strategy going forward. Articulate the proper primary financial
objective, target liquidity, and how it ensures financial health and sustainability Understand nonprofit financial practices, processes,
and objectives Manage your organization’s resources in the context of its mission Delve into smart investing and risk
management best practices Manage liquidity, reporting, cash and operating budgets, debt and other liabilities, IP, legal risk,
internal controls and more Craft appropriate financial policies Although the U.S. economy has recovered, recovery has not
addressed the systemic and perpetual funding challenges nonprofits face year after year. Despite positive indicators, many
organizations remain hampered by pursuit of the wrong primary financial objective, insufficient funding and a lack of investment in
long-term sustainability; in this climate, financial managers must stay up-to-date with the latest tools, practices, and regulations in
order to serve their organization’s interests. Financial Management for Nonprofit Organizations provides clear, in-depth reference
and strategy for navigating the expanding financial management function.
Each simple guide offers a clear overview of all the information one needs to know about a particular topic, making learning
something new easy, accessible, practical and affordable.
The main priority of a non-profit organization is the organization’s philanthropic mission. Managers are extremely passionate
about furthering the mission, yet they are not often trained in business management. However, to fulfill its mission a non-profit
must be financially solvent. Starting and Operating a Non-Profit Made Easy helps non-profits become and stay financially solvent
by applying traditional business practices to the unique challenges of a non-profit organization. It focuses on financial management
and planning using cash flow budgeting and methods of quantifying fundraising and grant-seeking activities, two of the most
important functions of a non-profit. It allows non-profits to develop and stick to a long-term plan, rather than functioning hand-tomouth, dependent on unexpected monetary windfalls. Using extensive checklists, forms and worksheets, the book helps non-profit
managers keep their organization running smoothly.
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Your Hands-On Membership Toolkit To be successful, social change organizations require support from both dedicated partners in
the community and individuals who need organizations to speak and act for them. Smart organizations create a win-win situation
by building membership programs that engage individuals in social change and assure long-term financial success for their
organization. Successful membership programs provide individuals with valuable services, a place in a community, and advocates
who work on their behalf. In return, members provide organizations with volunteers, expertise, credibility, future leadership,
political clout, word-of-mouth support, financial assistance, and a team of readily available loyalists. Step by step, The Nonprofit
Membership Toolkit shows how to create, manage, and sustain a dynamic membership program that will help a social change
organization thrive. Written for both new and well-established organizations, this book is grounded in proven marketing techniques.
It gives managers and executive directors the information and tools needed to understand their current members and attract new
ones, and it walks organizations through the process of linking program goals with membership goals. The Nonprofit Membership
Toolkit includes a wealth of illustrative examples and sample membership publications. Schedules for typical membership tasks
keep organizations on track, and the easily reproducible worksheets and checklists and the companion Web site help readers
design a program that can be adapted to meet the unique needs of their individual organization. The Nonprofit Membership Toolkit
will help executive directors, development directors, staff and board members, and other volunteers involve the community, build
program effectiveness, and diversify and strengthen their organization’s funding base.
All writers yearn for success and recognition. And now we are entering a golden era in which self-publishers are in the driver’s
seat. In The Author’s Toolkit, aspiring authors, students, and even established writers will find the resources they need to achieve
their goals and avoid common writer pitfalls. Updated and expanded to cover the changes in copyright fees and registration, the
newest developments in electronic publishing, the growth of ebooks and print on demand, and tips for using social media for
promotion and community, this detailed guide offers advice on every step of the writing and publishing process. Readers will learn
how to: •Develop and research fiction and nonfiction ideas •Find a “hook” to attract reader interest •Organize a plot and delineate
characters •Format for print and ebook readers •Find an agent •Understand literary contracts •Market and promote a finished
book •Obtain backing such as crowdfunding Written in an informative and easy-to-understand style, this guide is a treasure chest
of resources and tools for writers seeking professional advice. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a
broad range of books on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as
graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business and
legal forms, business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller,
we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas
overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
This toolkit is designed to be used as a simple guide for nonprofit organizations that have little access to trained professionals and
want to manage their own public relations efforts.
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Can starting a 501c3 nonprofit really ruin your life? Absolutely - if you don't know what you're doing! In this easy to read guide,
nonprofit Attorney Audrey K. Chisholm shares in plain English how to legally structure your nonprofit to avoid IRS trouble, lawsuits,
financial scandals & more!" This book is perfect for anyone that wants to start a nonprofit or that already has a nonprofit and wants
to make sure they're in compliance with the I.R.S. and the law. Nonprofit founders, board members, officers, employees,
volunteers, donors, and community partners can all benefit from this text. The book includes 225 pages worth of guidance and is
designed to save each reader THOUSANDS of dollars in legal fees. This book will share: - How to Avoid I.R.S. Trouble When
Paying Yourself - How to Avoid a Lawsuit When Choosing a Name for your Nonprofit - How to Avoid Getting Kicked Off Your Own
Board of Directors - 11 Things You Need To Do Before Accepting Any Major Donations - How to Avoid Financial Scandals When
Handling Money for Your Nonprofit - Top 7 Reasons Nonprofits Get Into Legal Trouble And How to Avoid Them - How to Avoid
Liability When Fundraising for Your Nonprofit - How to Legally Structure Your Nonprofit to Avoid IRS Trouble -Most Important
Things You Absolutely Must Know to Avoid Liability When Recruiting Volunteers -How to Protect Your Nonprofit's Name from
Counterfeits and Identity Theft -10 Things You Need to Do to Avoid Being Sued Personally for Your Nonprofit's Actions Even If
You've Incorporated with the State - How to Avoid Losing Your Entire Nonprofit by Keeping up with Annual FilingsAnd more!
Attorney Audrey K. Chisholm is the founder of Chisholm Law Firm, LLC (www.Chisholmfirm.com) a law firm focusing on helping
professionals start nonprofits throughout the United States. She has a 100% success rate with her nonprofit filings and her clients
range from professionals to NFL players and a Fortune 500 company. She is also the founder of Revolution Leadership, Inc., a
501c3 nonprofit that has served over 1,633 students and has awarded 30+ college scholarships for the past 17 years. She resides
in Orlando, Florida with her husband, Dr. Juan Chisholm, and three daughters. Visit www.StartYourTaxExemptNonprofit.com for
more information.
Everything you need to know about building a successful, world-class consulting practice Whether you are a veteran consultant or
new to the industry, an entrepreneur or the principal of a small firm, The Consulting Bible tells you absolutely everything you need
to know to create and expand a seven-figure independent or boutique consulting practice. Expert author Alan Weiss, who coaches
consultants globally and has written more books on solo consulting than anyone in history, shares his expertise comprehensively.
Learn and appreciate the origins and evolution of the consulting profession Launch your practice or firm and propel it to top
performance Implement your consulting strategies in public and private organizations, large or small, global or domestic Select
from the widest variety of consulting methodologies Achieve lasting success in your professional career and personal goals The
author is recognized as "one of the most highly regarded independent consultants in America" by the New York Post and "a
worldwide expert in executive education" by Success Magazine Whether you're just starting out or looking for the latest trends in
modern practice, The Consulting Bible gives you an unparalleled toolset to build a thriving consultancy.
A successful nonprofit organization needs more than a good idea and enthusiastic volunteers. It needs careful planning, realistic
goals, and sustainable financing. With The Everything Guide to Starting and Running a Nonprofit with CD, nonprofit advisor Jim
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Goettler walks you through each step of the process. Learn how to take an idea from a grassroots group to a federally recognized
nonprofit organization. This book features information on: The differences and similarities between organizations and corporations
Forming the initial board of directors and filing incorporation documents Attracting the best volunteers and staff members Using
publicity and community outreach to raise money Turning a for-profit organization into a nonprofit one A bonus CD includes
sample documents needed for any new nonprofit: articles of incorporation, bylaws, budgets, and IRS nonprofit status applications
and instructions. With these tools, you'll be able to turn your dreams and passions into a thriving nonprofit organization.
Nonprofit budgets are rarely regarded as more than a necessary evil, primarily for providing a financial road map for staff, board
and volunteers. As a result, the budgets often use formats with traditional income and expense categories. Little effort is made to
make the budgets anything more than a ho-hum, boring list of numbers. But what if there was a way to have the budget tell a
compelling story - one that conveys the vision and mission of your nonprofit and which gets the reader excited about your program
outcomes? The results might cause your stakeholders to donate more of their time and money. But how do you do that? Can you
move from a boring, traditional budget format to one that tells a story and wakes up your supporters? And, what do you do with
this new style of budget. How do you use it and market it? This toolkit is a guide to all things related to budgeting, from why and
how to develop budgets, and concluding with strategies to motive you to completely re-think how budgets can be marketed to your
advantage. It is pat time to re-think everything you know about budgets and your process of developing them. Wake up your
budget!
Technology is often relegated by nonprofits to the "if we have extra money" priority category. This book for the non-techie provides
step-by-step directions on how any nonprofit can move modern technology front and center, thus improving their brand identity,
resource development strategies and internal operations. The authors come from two perspectives: one a techie and one a nontechie. Included is a sample technology budget, a job description for a technology committee, a list of resources and so much
more.

In Nonprofit Hero, Valerie Jones provides a guide to asking authentically and successfully for causes. Readers will learn
how they can best thank, steward, research, cultivate, and acquire what they need in order to excel.
Networking, negotiating, communicating, leading, career planning--all skills critical to your career success. But did
anyone ever teach you these skills? The Career Toolkit will help you master these vital skills and yield outsized returns
for your career and your income. Every chapter is packed with dozens of actionable principles, exercises, and practices
that will accelerate your success. It's a multivitamin for your career! The Career Toolkit shows you how to design and
execute your personal plan to achieve the career you deserve, including: Negotiating a job offer. (This alone will pay for
the book.) Creating a dynamic career strategy. Building a high-value network. Developing the fundamental leadership
skills that matter most. Managing teams effectively, even as an individual contributor.
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CD-ROM contains: resources (charts, graphs, and checklists) and campaign samples.
Every aspect of your organization may be changing to virtual platforms. It is even probable many of the innovative virtual
solutions will continue far beyond the current disaster climate because of their convenience and reduced cost. Nimble,
virtually focused nonprofits have discovered better ways to outsource many functions. Virtual meetings, training and even
conferences have required an entirely new set of facilitation and technology skills, all impacting your budget. In this toolkit
we will examine the lessons learned from field-tested strategies, specifically related to virtual platforms in all aspects of
the core elements of a successful nonprofit. We look at three merging types of volunteers and the challenges and
important considerations for each: high capacity, virtual and disabled people. We will challenge you to rethink every
aspect of what you do in this necessary, exciting virtual world, and motivate you to move to a nimbler, virtual
organization, incorporating our recommended strategies.
Nonprofits leaders are optimistic by nature: they believe with time, energy, smarts, strategy and sheer will, they can
change the world. But too many cooks, not enough money, an abundance of passion, can make you feel there are too
many obstacles to overcome. Garry shows you how to build a powerhouse board, create an impressive and sustainable
fundraising program, renew your passion for your mission and organization, and become a bigger difference in the world.
Expert advice for creating a successful nonprofit Do you dream of starting your very own organization that promotes a
mission and provides assistance to a meaningful cause? In this volatile and unpredictable economy, you'll require more
than a good idea and committed volunteers to find success. The Everything® Nonprofit Toolkit with CD is the ultimate
guide you'll need to plan carefully, set realistic goals, and create sustainable financing for your nonprofit. Featuring
essential and up-to-the-minute information on how to: Develop a business plan that works Understand the federal and
state laws for nonprofits Secure funding and investors Create a board of directors and a mission statement Publicize and
advertise through social media Navigate tax laws, personnel issues, and daily operations Nonprofit advisor Jim Goettler
guides you through the process from beginning to end, even providing a new, proven case study that's a living example
of nonprofit success. Complete with a CD chock-full of every tax, budget, and incorporation document that a nonprofit
needs, plus the latest information on Form 990 reporting, The Everything® Nonprofit Toolkit with CD will take your dream
of a nonprofit to reality. PLEASE NOTE: The ebook version of this title does NOT include a CD.
Get practical tools and guidance for financial controllership you can put to immediate use The Controller’s Toolkit
delivers a one-of-a-kind collection of templates, checklists, review sheets, internal controls, policies, and procedures that
will form a solid foundation for any new or established financial controller. You’ll get the tools and information you need
to master areas like business ethics, corporate governance, regulatory compliance, risk management, security, IT
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processes, and financial operations. All of the tools contained in this indispensable book were recommended by
corporate and business unit controllers from small to medium-sized companies and large, multinational firms. You will
benefit from master-level guidance in areas like: Ethics, Codes of Conduct, and the “Tone at the Top” to support ethical
behavior The operational and financial aspects of corporate governance The importance of the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission Framework The requirement for entity-level controls The importance of
linking the business plan with the budget process The Controller’s Toolkit also belongs on the bookshelves of finance
and accounting students, executives, and managers who wish to know more about the often-complex world of financial
controls.
A hands-on resource that shows nonprofits how to adopt entrepreneurial behaviors and techniques The rising spirit of social
entrepreneurship has created all kinds of new opportunities for nonprofit organizations. But at the same time, many are
discovering more than their share of challenges as well. This essential book will help anyone in the field gain the necessary skills
to meet these challenges. Written by the leading thinkers and practitioners in the field, Enterprising Nonprofits offers concise and
engaging explanations of the most successful business tools being used by nonprofits today. The authors clearly describe all the
concepts so you'll be able to embrace the methods of social enterprise for your organization. With this book, you'll learn how to
use practical business techniques to dramatically improve the performance of your nonprofit. Praise for Enterprising Nonprofits "I
can't imagine a better team to bring powerful insights and practical guidance to social entrepreneurs. Readers will be inspired by
the examples, and then they will roll up their sleeves to apply the many useful management tools in this engaging book."-Rosabeth
Moss Kanter, Harvard Business School, Author of Evolve!: Succeeding in the Digital Culture of Tomorrow "In one book,
Enterprising Nonprofits does for social entrepreneurs what countless volumes have done for entrepreneurs in the business sector.
A wonderful mixture of analysis, practical advice, and inspiration."-Paul Brest, President, William and Flora Hewlett Foundation All
of the royalties from this book will be used by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation to support continuing work on social
entrepreneurship.
"Contains material adapted and abridged from The everything start your own business book, 4th edition, by Julia B.
Harrington"--T.p. verso.
ADVANCE PRAISE FOR Grantseeker's Toolkit. "For most worthy nonprofits to fulfill their missions, passion anddedication are
simply not enough. Securing financial resourcesrequires that 'the case' for support be made in a clear andpersuasive fashion.
Beyond their skill in winning grants, New andQuick also know how to effectively coach others, in aconversational, step-by-step
manner, to do the same!"--Dr. JaniceB. Yost President Mary Black Foundation, Inc. "Grantseeker's Toolkit is an outstanding and
comprehensivereference document for the grantseeker and writer. Cheryl and Jameshave created a valuable resource for both the
novice and theexperienced grantseeker/writer."--Marlene L. Ritter Unit Head,Leadership Development Office of Quality Educators
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LouisianaDepartment of Education. "Grantseeker's Toolkit is a breath of fresh air. This book shouldprovide a recipe for communitybased organizations and smalluniversities that have spent thousands of dollars hiring writers todevelop proposals. Several copies
of this book should be on file inthe business or grants office of every community-based organizationand community college or
university. Cheryl and Jim should becommended for developing this tool."--Arlene A. Granderson, M.P.H.Director of Operations,
Office of Rural Health Policy Department ofHealth and Human Services, Rockville, MD. "Grantseeker's Toolkit is a very valuable
resource on the complexprocess of grant development. It will be useful for allgrantseeking groups or individuals. Mr. Quick and
Ms. New's adviceand direction is useful across the full range of grant proposaldevelopment, from the simplest grants to the
mostcomplex."--Geraldine Ritter Director, Grants Administration WakeCounty Public School System, North Carolina. ON THE
DISK The enclosed disk contains forms and exercises thathelp you develop the skills you need to design grant
proposalscustomized to fit both your organization's needs and your potentialfunder's requirements.
As an increasing number of individuals go to work in the nonprofit sector, nonprofit managers need support on how best to build
their human resource management capacity. They need to know what systems to examine, what questions to ask, and how to
ensure they are managing people in a legal manner and as effectively as possible given their particular resource constraints.
Important questions include: Do we have a clear philosophy, one that aligns with our nonprofit mission and values and allows us to
treat our employees as the professionals they are? How do we select, develop, and retain the best people who will produce high
value, high performance work, and how do we do so with limited resources? How do we effectively manage our mix of volunteers
and paid staff? What do we need to consider to ensure diverse people work together in a harmonious fashion? With all-new
chapters written by the top scholars in the field of nonprofit HRM, these are but a few of the many questions that are addressed in
this timely volume.? These scholars delve into their particular areas of expertise, offering a comprehensive look at theories and
trends; legal and ethical issues; how to build HRM from recruitment, management, labor relations, to training and appraisal; as well
as topics in diversity, technology, and paid versus volunteer workforce management. This essential handbook offers all core topic
coverage as well as countless insider insights, additional resource lists, and tool sets for practical application. With chapters
grounded in existing research, but also connecting research to practice for those in the field, The Nonprofit Human Resource
Management Handbook will be required reading for a generation of scholars, students, and practitioners of nonprofit human
resource management.?
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